## MAIN PROGRAM

**AUC Tahrir Cultural Center**

### THURSDAY OCT 28
- 20:00 | NOHA FEKRY (Egypt) | Ewart Hall
- 21:30 | I CX. JAZZ ENSEMBLE (USA) | Ewart Hall

### FRIDAY OCT 29
- 13:00 | WORKSHOP: I CX. JAZZ ENSEMBLE (USA) | Oriental Hall
- 15:30 | DJAZZINO (Jazz for Kids) | Fountain stage
- 18:00 | DJAIMA (Bulgaria/France/Egypt) | Ewart Hall
- 19:30 | AJAYO (USA) | Garden Stage
- 20:45 | STARKE & GORTER (Germany) | Ewart Hall
- 22:00 | EL DOR EL AWAL (Egypt) | Garden Stage

### SATURDAY OCT 30
- 12:00 | WORKSHOP “FREE IMPROVISATION” by AYMAN FANOUS (USA) | Oriental Hall
- 13:30 | DJAZZINO (Jazz for Kids) | Fountain stage
- 15:30 | ROOM 251 (Egypt) | Fountain stage
- 16:00 | JAM SESSION | Fountain stage
- 17:00 | BAHAA EL DARABY QUINTET (Egypt) | Garden Stage
- 18:15 | DOCK IN ABSOLUTE (Luxembourg) | Ewart Hall
- 19:30 | SAMER GEORGE QUARTET FT. DOAA EL SEBAI (Egypt) | Garden Stage
- 20:45 | MADS MATHIAS QUARTET (Denmark) | Ewart Hall
- 22:00 | KRUIDOEK (The Netherlands) | Garden Stage

### SUNDAY OCT 31
- 17:00 | JAZZ MASTER CLASS by RAMI ATTALLAH | Oriental Hall
- 20:00 | AYMAN FANOUS & FRANCES–MARIE UITT (USA) | Oriental Hall
- 21:30 | TAREK RAOUF ENSEMBLE (Egypt) | Ewart Hall

### MONDAY NOV 01
- 18:00 | “JAZZ DIPLOMACY” LECTURE BY JAMES KETTERER | Oriental Hall
- 19:00 | “IN HIS OWN SWEET WAY” FILM SCREENING | Oriental Hall
- 21:00 | MOHAMED ABO ZEKRY PROJECT (Egypt) | Ewart Hall

### TUESDAY NOV 02
- 18:00 | “JAZZ APPRECIATION” LECTURE BY MARK CAMPBELL | Oriental Hall
- 20:00 | CHRISTOPH STIEFEL INNER LANGUAGE TRIO (Switzerland) | Ewart Hall
- 21:30 | EDI NULZ (Austria) | Ewart Hall

### WEDNESDAY NOV 03
- 20:00 | VIKTOR TOTH TERCET (Hungary) | Ewart Hall

### THURSDAY NOV 04
- 17:00 | MASTER CLASS BY AGNES GOSLING (The Netherlands) | Oriental Hall
- 19:00 | QUEENS OF JAZZ” FILM SCREENING | Oriental Hall
- 20:00 | NUNO CAMPOS QUARTET (Portugal) | Ewart Hall
- 21:30 | AGNES GOSLING QUARTET (The Netherlands/Egypt) | Ewart Hall

### FRIDAY NOV 05
- 13:30 | BLUES WORKSHOP & JAM WITH TARIO EL HAWY (Sudan) | Fountain Stage
- 15:30 | DJAZZINO (Jazz for Kids) BY BANDMAKERS | Fountain Stage
- 18:30 | O&A AKB BAND (USA/Egypt) | Fountain Stage
- 20:00 | SOUL TRAINS (Egypt) | Ewart Hall
- 21:30 | THE ALL-STAR BLUES EXPERIENCE (Sudan/Egypt/Lebanon) | Ewart Hall

## WORKSHOPS & MASTERCLASSES

**FRI OCT 29**
- 13:00, AUC Oriental Hall: Jazz workshop: ICX Jazz Ensemble (USA)
- 18:00, The Music Hub: Master Class: Kruijkvoet (The Netherlands)
- 19:30, AUC Fountain Stage: Jazzinino (Jazz for Kids)

**SAT OCT 30**
- 12:00, AUC Oriental Hall: Workshop “Free Improvisation” by Ayman Fanous (USA)
- 13:30, AUC Fountain Stage: Jazzinino (Jazz for Kids)
- 14:00, Goethe Institute (Dokki): Master class “Interpretations & Comping Techniques in Duo Formations and Small Ensembles” by Starke & Gorter (Germany)
- 16:00, AUC Fountain Stage: Jam session

**SUN OCT 31**
- 17:00, AUC Oriental Hall: Jazz Master Class: Ramy Attallah (Egypt)

**MON NOV 01**
- 18:00, AUC Oriental Hall: “Jazz Diplomacy” Lecture by James Ketterer (Dean of AUC School of Continuing Education)
- 19:00, The Music Hub: Piano Master Class: Christoph Stiefel (Switzerland)
- 19:00, Gurus Center: Open jam with Mohamed Tawfik

**TUES NOV 02**
- 18:00, AUC Oriental Hall: “Jazz Appreciation” Lecture (by Mark Campbell)

**WED NOV 03**
- 13:00, Cairo Conservatory: Jazz Master Class & concert by Nuno Campos Quartet (Portugal)

**THURS NOV 04**
- 17:00, AUC Oriental Hall: Master class: Agnes Gosling (The Netherlands)

**FRI NOV 05**
- 13:30, AUC Fountain Stage: Blues workshop & jam: Tariq El Hawy (Sudan)
- 15:30, AUC Fountain Stage: Jazzinino (Jazz for Kids) by Bandmakers

## ADDITIONAL PERFORMANCES

**SAT OCT 30**
- 20:00, Jessel Cultural Center (Alexandria): Workshop & Concert: Ajoyo (USA)
- 20:00, Jessel Cultural Center (Alexandria): I CX. JAZZ ENSEMBLE (USA)

**WED NOV 03**
- 20:00, Jessel Cultural Center (Alexandria): CHRISTOPH STIEFEL INNER LANGUAGE TRIO (Switzerland)
- 21:00, ROOM Art Space (Garden City): EDI NULZ (Austria)

**THURS NOV 04**
- 20:00, Jessel Cultural Center (Alexandria): EDI NULZ (Austria)

## FILM SCREENING

**SAT OCT 30**
- 19:00 “IN HIS OWN SWEET WAY” (Oriental Hall)

**THURS NOV 04**
- 19:00 “QUEENS OF JAZZ” (Oriental Hall)